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Bring your 
design dreams to 
the surface with 
Caesarstone 

Your kitchen surface is the focal point of your home. 
You trust that it is of the highest quality craftsmanship 
and made with only the best materials available. 
Caesarstone consists of up to ~90% quartz — one of 
nature’s strongest minerals — and combines beauty with 
outstanding performance, allowing you to bring your 
design imagination to life.

Founded in 1987, Caesarstone is the pioneer of  
engineered quartz surfaces. Its leadership position in 
the market is achieved through a continuous focus on 
research and development and technical investments. 
For three decades, Caesarstone has set new standards 
for innovation and craftsmanship and continues to set 
trends in the industry. 

5810 Black Tempal  - NEW
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Newest
Inspirations

5810 Black Tempal NEW

4043 Primordia

4735 Oxidian NEW

3101 Piatto Black NEW

5101 Empira Black NEW

4735 Oxidian - NEW

5151 Empira White
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5151 Empira White 
Soft, refined ebony veining traverses a pure 
white base, creating an interplay between color, 
movement and emotion. The uplifting surface is an 
interpretation of authentic Calacatta marble and 
its timeless, yet urban look. Reliable and versatile 
for either residential or hospitality settings, Empira 
White is inherently elegant. This reinvigorated 
classic for bars, counters and islands purveys 
sustainable style with guaranteed longevity.

4043 Primordia 
Primordia's cool grey complexion echoes the 
character of concrete, evoking the provenance of its 
contemporary feel. Composed across its light grey 
base, soft mineral accents in off-whites and greys 
combine with darker veils of grey and brown to 
reflect the oxidized rusts found in natural stone.

5810 Black Tempal 
A complex composition of dark grey mineral-like 
layers organically expands across a black charcoal 
base capturing the attributes of natural stones like 
travertine and slate. Inspired by the dark sky and 
ocean tides at night, Black Tempal is layered with 
emotion and depth as it echoes natural processes 
that occur over time.

4735 Oxidian
An inky black base is veiled by a rust-like effect 
that captures the movement and texture of a 
handsomely oxidized surface. The elegantly 
dramatic design ushers in a metallic presence and 
welcomes the deep emotion found in shadowy 
blacks.

3101 Piatto Black
The ultimate dark shade with a fine granular 
appearance is complemented by a textured finish, 
enhancing a deeper, more intimate black. Piatto 
Black brings dramatic modernism to a sophisticated 
urban restaurant or warm minimalism to a sleek 
city home.

5101 Empira Black
A rich black base is beautified by fine natural white 
veins, bringing a depth to the surface while creating 
an interplay between color and movement. The 
inverse of its counterpart, Empira White, Empira 
Black is opulent and dramatic in one setting, yet can 
also suggest the modest beauty of nature through 
the organic veining and slight texture that discreetly 
traces its complex body.

4735 Oxidian - NEW
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Airy Concrete 
4044 

Rugged Concrete 
4033  *

Black Tempal 
5810      NEW  

Metropolitan 
Collection

Sleek Concrete
4003 J       *         

Oxidian
4735      NEW  

Raw Concrete 
4004 J

Fresh Concrete 
4001 J       *

Cloudburst Concrete
4011  *

Topus Concrete 
4023 

Frozen Terra 
4601 

Excava 
4046 

The Metropolitan Collection is 
crafted beauty reflective of the 
layers found in industrial art 
and architecture, highlighting 
dimensional surfaces and 
unpolished colors, and bringing 
texture to the surface.

These designs exemplify 
the authentic dimensions of 
manufacturing such as oxidized 
steel, poured plaster and raw 
concrete. The colors are inspired 
by factories and lofts that  
translate into residential and 
commercial interiors.

Primordia 
4043

Shade and graining of actual product may 
vary from printed sample. We recommend 
ordering a sample or viewing a full slab at  
a retail location.
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J Available in Jumbo Slabs

Available in 1.3 cm

Concrete Finish

Honed Finish

Natural Finish

Polished Finish

Rough Finish
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Supernatural 
Collection

Frosty Carrina
5141 J             *

Calacatta Nuvo + Honed
5131 J             *

Empira White
5151 

Statuario Maximus
5031 J             *

Bianco Drift
6131 J       *

Statuario Nuvo
5111            *

Taj Royale
5212      *

Dreamy Marfil
5220            *

Moorland Fog
6046      *

Symphony Grey
5133

Noble Grey
5211      *

Supernatural combines the beauty 
of nature with the superlative 
performance of Caesarstone 
quartz.

Shade and graining of actual product may 
vary from printed sample. We recommend 
ordering a sample or viewing a full slab at  
a retail location.
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J Available in Jumbo Slabs

Available in 1.3 cm

Concrete Finish

Honed Finish

Natural Finish

Polished Finish

Rough Finish
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London Grey
5000 J             *

Montblanc
5043      *

Georgian Bluffs
6134      *

White Attica
5143 J       *

Alpine Mist
5110 J             *

Turbine Grey
6313      *

Coastal Grey
6003      *

Piatra Grey
5003 J       *

Woodlands
6338      *

Vanilla Noir
5100      *

Empira Black
5101            NEW

Cosmopolitan White
5130      *
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Pure White
1141 J       *

Classico 
Collection
This classic, multi-color collection 
ranges from salt-and-pepper 
motifs to vivid color blends, ideal 
for a variety of residential and 
commercial applications. 

Shade and graining of actual product may 
vary from printed sample. We recommend 
ordering a sample or viewing a full slab at  
a retail location.

Blizzard
2141 J       *

Nougat
6600      *

Ice Snow
9141      *

Eggshell
3141      *

Vivid White
1111       *
Only available in Jumbo

Ocean Foam
6141

Misty Carrera
4141      *

Intense White  
6011        

Haze
2030      *

Organic White
4600 J       *

Clamshell
4130      *
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*

J Available in Jumbo Slabs

Contains Recycled Content

Available in 1.3 cm

Concrete Finish

Honed Finish

Natural Finish

Polished Finish

Rough Finish



Cement
3040      *

Atlantic salt
6270

Himalayan Moon
6611
Only available in Jumbo

Ginger
4330      *

Concrete
2003      *

Jet Black
3100 ∞  

Piatto Black
3101      * NEW 

Raven
4120      *

Flannel Grey
4643

Pebble
4030 J             *

N

 11
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Concetto 
Collection

Puro
8141

Viola
8551

Sfumato
8310

Profondo
8531

Concetto will enhance the design 
of any luxurious interior, and 
some of these impressive surfaces 
are translucent and could be 
illuminated.

Puro - Backlit
8141

Viola - Backlit
8551

Profondo - Backlit
8531

Sfumato - Backlit
8310



Fiero
8616

Nebbia
8311

Indigo
8540

Nebbia - Backlit
8311

13

Albero
8330

Legno
8331

Sirena
8630

8141 Puro  |  13
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Finish
Descriptions
Polished
An elegant and highly reflective surface that is 
smooth to the touch. Caesarstone’s Polished finish 
emphasizes color and sets the tone for sophisticated 
spaces with its stunning luster. The sleek surface 
helps a room appear more spacious, adds luxury 
to interiors, and boasts remarkable style and 
endurance. Our standard finish is designed for life, 
requiring minimal care and maintenance. 
  
Honed*
A satiny finish with low sheen and a natural, less 
formal aesthetic. Caesarstone’s Honed finish exudes 
an organic appearance with its low light reflection, 
while retaining a stylish, authentic quality with high 
design appeal. Smooth to the touch, yet soft on the 
eye, our Honed finish is in perfect harmony with 
both classic and modern design approaches.

Concrete*
A lightly textured concrete complexion that adds 
a sensorial dimension to any space. Caesarstone’s 
Concrete finish has a soft earthiness with low light 
reflection, similar to Honed but with a tactile effect. 
The surface evokes a natural feel that brings  
balance to a room, while delivering a classic 
industrial presence. 

Rough*
This rich, complex, technologically advanced 
surface offers a compelling tactile effect, while still 
retaining a smooth profile that is inviting to touch. 
Caesarstone’s Rough finish has a distinctive, coarser 
look with low light reflection, inspiring a modern 
industrial vibe. 
 
Our Rough finish is designed to reflect the authentic 
patinas of industrial materials, the variations in 
appearance capture real depth and movement, 
revealing different qualities that make each slab 
distinct. Applications featuring multiple slabs will 
experience inherent visual differences.

Natural*
This slightly textured finish conjures up the 
emotional caress of stone; adding warmth to the 
grain so it’s pleasing to the touch. A satin sheen 
that gently reflects light – captivating the viewer 
and enhancing the depth of a color, especially on 
darker shades. Our new Natural Finish combines 
the appeal of texture one can actually feel – with the 
practicality of the minimal care and maintenance 
synonymous with all Caesarstone products.

* Please note that Honed, Concrete, Rough and 
Natural finishes require more frequent cleaning 
than our Polished finishes. Since there is a more 
exposed surface area with these finishes, metal 
marks, fingerprints and other signs of daily living 
might show on these finishes. Most of these marks 
can be removed with little effort and non-abrasive 
cleaning products such as Soft Scrub® Liquid Gel.
Caesarstone retains its beauty without sealants 
or waxes.

Because of the unique properties, our photos and 
website images are not fully representative of the 
surface. When considering these finishes, please 
order a sample or view a full slab at a retail location.

www.caesarstoneus.com/finishes
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Edge 
Profiles

Crescent

Half Bullnose Half/Demi 
Bullnose

Radius

Full Bullnose Bullnose

Roll 1/4

Ogee

Ogee Straight

Double Bevel Roll 1/4 Top & 
Bottom

Ogee
Bullnose

Ogee Full
Bullnose

Eased Miter 1-1/2'' Miter 2''-3'' Miter 4''-5'' Bevel 1/4

Ogee Square

Your surface is not complete 
without an edge profile to 
complement your slab selection 
and space. With Caesarstone, 
selecting the best fit is easy. The 
unique properties and durability of 
Caesarstone quartz surfaces allow 
for a wide range of edge profile 
design options.

Many edge profiles are possible, 
from a standard edge to laminated 
or mitered edges which create 
the appearance of a thicker slab. 
All edge details should have 
a minimum 1/8” radius on 
any profile, for both top and 
bottom edges. For high-traffic 
areas, 1/4” minimum radius is 
suggested. 
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The underside of every Caesarstone slab  
is uniquely stamped with identification
information establishing authenticity.  
Beware of imitation slabs.

Slab Size and 
Slab ID
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Standard Length — 120"
Jumbo* Length — 131 ½"

1:36 Scale

0.5"1.3cm

2cm

3cm

THICKNESS:

0.75"

1.25"
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Benefits
Scratch Resistant
Stain Resistant
Chip and Crack Resistant
Heat and Burn Resistant

Resistant to Household Chemicals, 
Acids and Solvents 

Low Maintenance

Nonabsorbent
and Nonporous

Mold and Mildew
Resistant

Immunity to
Freeze and Thaw

Flexural Strength

Color Consistency

Caesarstone
Quartz Surfaces

Natural
Stone Laminate

Solid
Surface
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• • • = Excellent   • • = Good   • = Poor

Scratch
Resistant

Heat 
Resistant

Easy Care & 
Maintenance

Stain
Resistant

Lifetime
WarrantyDurable

Care and
Maintenance
Its hard, nonporous surface makes 
Caesarstone simple to clean. 
In most cases, soap and water 
or a mild detergent is all that is 
required to maintain its luster. 
Please note that Caesarstone 
finishes other than polished 
may require increased daily 
maintenance due to their unique 
patterns and finishes. Since there 
is more exposed surface area 
with these finishes, metal marks, 
fingerprints and other signs of 
daily living will show on these 
materials.

Caesarstone quartz surfaces are  
the ultimate combination of nature 
and technology. Nonporous, 
scratch resistant and highly 
resistant to stains, Caesarstone 
retains its beauty without sealants 
or waxes and is practically 
maintenance-free.

Surfaces That Go 
Beyond the Kitchen
Caesarstone surfaces are not just for kitchen countertops. They 
are popular for use around the fireplace, on featured walls and 
in the dining room to add a touch of style and sophistication. 

The surfaces are ideal for furniture pieces like coffee tables and 
entertainment units, and they are perfect for wet areas, like 
bathrooms and wet bars, due to the nonporous nature of the 
material.
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Certifications

Caesarstone earned the Good Housekeeping 
Seal through evaluation by our Research 
Testing Institute and was found to be a 
product that will deliver excellent results and 
performance. Earning the Seal by passing 
our engineering and consumer usage 
evaluations speaks volumes about the high 
regard Good Housekeeping holds for the 
Caesarstone product.”

“

MINIMUM 41% RECYCLED CONTENT
PRE-CONSUMER

Caesarstone is committed to sustainability,  
quality and meeting health standards. 

Caesarstone is the only quartz manufacturer 
that earned the respected Good Housekeeping 
Seal from Good Housekeeping Research 
Institute in addition to ISO 14001 (environmental 
management system), ISO 9002 (quality 
management standard), GREENGUARD 
certification, a member of USGBC (The U.S. 
Green Building Council)  NSF (public health and 
safety) certification and HPD 2.1(Health Product 
Declaration).

This environmentally-responsible attitude 
extends from production to product, with several 
colors featuring recycled content.

Our mission is to preserve the planet by creating 
sustainable products. Caesarstone has also 
pioneered environmental and sustainability 
standards, such as recycling 97% of water used in 
manufacturing and collecting dust from shipping, 
handling, production, and processing.
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Designed 
for Life

A Culture of Quality—
Backed by a Lifetime 
Warranty
As a leader in our industry, we  
are committed to the highest 
quality of our products’  
technical characteristics, 
sustainability and certification, 
which allows us to offer you a 
Caesarstone Lifetime Warranty.

You can have peace of mind 
knowing that your Caesarstone 
is going to last even in high-traffic 
areas.

5151 Empira White
Photo Credit: Audrey Sato Design Firm

When considering investing  
in a premium quartz surface, 
there is one thing you should 
know: The surface you  
choose is only as good as the 
company that stands behind it,  
especially when it comes to 
customer service.

At Caesarstone, we know 
that once the installation is 
complete, our job has just 
begun. Your satisfaction and 
service experience are very 
important; you can count on us.

 
Caesarstone USA, Inc. will 
warrant, from the original date 
of installation, material that fails 
due to any manufacturing defect 
when fabricated and installed 
by a Caesarstone Certified 
Fabricator.

Customer Service
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For more design ideas, queries
and for your local distributor,
visit our website:

www.caesarstoneus.com

©Caesarstone 2020
Caesarstone® is a registered trademark.

5101 Empira Black - NEW


